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Anti-aliased Kirchhoff-Helmhdtz transformations’

Alexander Druzhinin2

Abstract

Non-aliased integral (E;irchhoff-ripe)  transformations for forward and downward
wavefield  extrapolations in inhomogeneous  media with interfaces are described.
Special weights are computed to compensate for operator aliasing and finite-aperture
effects, even when the data are spatially aliased  and irregularly sampled. Basic
components of the algorithm. such as Green’s function computation, can be replaced
by alternative solutions in conjunction with ray-tracing methods. Applications of this
algorithm to model and real data in both two and three dimensions are discussed in
terms of its impact on seismic modelling, multiple prediction and prestack imaging.

Introduction

In seismic data processing, me Kirchhoff-Helmholtz  (KH) integral transformation has
been an extremely versatile method since the 1970s. Hilterman (1975),  Trorey (1977),
Schneider (1978),  Berryhill (1979, 1984) and Berkhout (1982) have formalized and
presented such a transformation for modelling and migration in homogeneous media.
A recent revival of this approach was stimulated by a need to accommodate laterally
inhomogeneous velocity models (Haddon  and Buchen 1981; Frazer and Sen 1985;
Keho and Beydoun 1988; Zhu 1988; Wapenaar 1993; Tygel, Schleicher and Hubral
1994).

Applications to real and model data (e.g. Wiggins 1984; Peels 1988; Cox 1991; Bevc
1995) reveal several advantages of the method over current seismic data processing and
modelling techniques. Firstly, the KH kernel is directly related to some interesting
structural details that can probably be extracted from the seismic data, so that
inversions can be performed with the minimum possible complexity. Secondly, the
method meets the efficiency and the resolution requirements of 3D prestack depth
imaging for reservoir characterization. Thirdly, the KH kernel is capable of accounting
for the effects of complex velocity structure by ray tracing or paraxial interpolation on
the fly (Frazer and Sen 1985; Keho and Beydoun 1988; Zhu 1988; Tygel et al. 1994).

Although the KH method has received ample attention in the literature, the major
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shortcomings of its use must be addressed, i.e. numerical errors due to the effects of
finite aperture and spatial aliasing (Gray 1992; Silva 1993; Lumley, Claerbout and
Bevc 1994; Neuberg and Lisapaly 1997). Such errors have the form of spurious
arrivals that may corrupt the signal (Gardner, French and Matzuk  1974; Schneider
1978; Wiggins 1984). It is also a limitation of other integral transformations such as the
DMO operator (Hale 1991), the Radon transform (Haneveld and Herman 1990) and
the Born inverse (Cohen and Bleistein 1986), equivalent to the migration operator
(Docherty  199 1).

The purpose of this paper is to find a viable balance between computational time and
accuracy of the KH method by developing a technique which decreases the above
errors without use of a priori information and an excessive number of observation
points. The paramount issue is how the integration (summation) along a diffraction
traveltime curve is performed. Rather than bandlimiting the phase response of the
operator (Gray 1992; Silva 1993; Lumley et al. 1994), the task can be posed as a
problem of optimal numerical integration for the faithful preservation of waveforms
and amplitudes. This leads naturally to quadrature routines of oscillating integrals
(Druzhinin 1998a; Druzhinin et al. 1998) which are extensions of previously reported
results (Frazer 1988). An alternative view relies on asymptotic diffraction formulae
(Hanyga 1995; Klem-Musatov 1995). The remaining option is to combine these
techniques into a hybrid integration scheme to optimize the advantages of each
(Stamnes 1989; Roberts 1994).

The present work is largely inspired by the quadrature approach. Emphasis is given
to adequate spatial sampling and aperture of the KH operator. It is achieved by
merging the quadrature formulae and arrival-angle tapering into a single framework.
The quadrature weights that minimize the overall truncation error due to the
discretization of the operator are exploited. The arrival-angle weights are designed to
increase the contribution of the stationary points and suppress the contributions of
other points at the surface of integration (Takahashi 1995; Druzhinin 1998b). Both
weights can be viewed as a smoothing factor that suppresses the noise that normally
follows any integral transformation (Neuberg and Lisapaly 1997). In accordance with
the elementary theory of migration (Gardner et al. i974),  they are also made to restrict
the range of integration to a limited arc of the diffraction hyperbola which contains the
signal.

For brevity, we restrict ourselves to acoustic media and scalar fields. The
generalizations needed for dealing with elastic media and vector fields are straightfor-
ward and have not been presented here. Furthermore, it is assumed throughout the
paper that the Green’s function is a known quantity, since it can be calculated by any of
numerous ray-tracing techniques described elsewhere.

Formulation of the problem

Let Q be the target points within the source-free volume Voccupied  by an acoustic
medium (say, a water layer) and bounded by the surface Co + C + C,, where Co is the
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acquisition surface in which the actual source S and receiver R configurations are
defined, C is some reference level or the reflector interface, and C, is the infinite
spherical surface in which the radiation conditions are satisfied. Let g’ be the full-space
pressure or particle-velocity scalar Green’s function in the volume K Either the causal
part g+ or the anti-causal or advanced part g- of the Green’s function must be specified
to construct the wavefield extrapolation operators L$R and L&. Such operators allow
the following basic integral transformations of the input data AL or ~(0)  collected
with receivers configured in CO  or C:
U+(Q)  = L&l(R) (datuming); (3)

(1) U+(K)  = L&u(Q)  (modelling); (2)
U+(R)  = L&L~ou(R) (multiple prediction as

discussed in Appendix A); (4) U-(Q) = L$,cI(R) (downward continuation). The-
aim is to guard against the problem of spatial aliasing by accurate numerical
implementation of the wavefield  extrapolation operators, whether or not the data set is
aliased.

Basic transformations

The transformations 2 and 4 are given rigorously by the ICH convolution integral in the
space-time domain (Haddon and Buchen 1981)

UYS, Q, t) = - au
at (ST Ry t)*k” CR, 0, t>

ar
(s, R) + an (R, Q) dso,

0
(1)

where surface seismic observations u(S, R, t) are the known functions of time t
computed on the interface CO  or measured in current seismic practice; g’(R, Q, t)
stands for a suitable time-domain Green’s function associated with the raypath  RQ
within K 7(S,  R) and T(R, &) are the phase functions associated with the raypaths SR
and RQ, respectively; the symbol a/&  = V.n identifies the normal derivative with n
being the upward normal to CO  at R, and * indicates time convolution.

It is well known that the major contributions to the surface integral (1) occur at the
stationary points on CO  (Cohen and Bleistein 1986). The stationary phase condition
(Docherty  1991),

a7 a7
z 6% RI = an CR Q> = NQ2,  RI, (2)

yields

Zlys, Q, t) = -2
s

all
c
0

at (S> R O*g’  CR, 0, tM<Q, R)dso. (3)

This statement of Huygen’s principle is commonly referred to as the Rayleigh II
formula (Berkhout 1982; Wapenaar 1993). Equation (3) reduces to a comparatively
simple and efficient formula of Berryhill (1979, 1984) when the time-domain Green’s
function for a line source in a homogeneous medium is employed. A similar equation
was obtained for 3D non-planar data and the average and rms velocities (Wiggins
1984).
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In the frequency domain, (3) is (Docherty  1991)

u’(S,  Q) = -2iw
/

@, Rg’ CR QM Q, RN&, (4)
CO

where the Green’s function,

g’(R, Q) = G(R, Q) exp [ f-&(R,  Q)] , (5)

is expressed in terms of the amplitude G(R, Q) and the phase function r(R,  Q)
determined by the transport and extended eikonal equations in rapidly varying media
(Zhu 1988; Druzhinin 1998a). Consequently, the singularity problems common to the
ray methods are avoided altogether (Zhu 1988).

A multifold extension to (4) can be obtained by introducing a set of volumes V,
bounded by the interfaces CIT+r and C,, (n = 1,2,.  . .) (Wapenaar 1993). It can be
derived as

u’(S,  Q) = -2io
.i

u’(S,  R,,kf(%  QMQ,  R&b,
&I

with

tF(S,  I?,,) = -2iw
s

~‘6% 8&k%,,  %,)W,,,  &A)~s~~-~. (7)
c11-1

Even though (6) represents an explicit KH operator, the fast and accurate numerical
integration of such an operator is a major problem in carrying out recursive wavefield
extrapolation. Upon performing the transformation 3 furnished by (6), it is useful to
apply the stationary phase approximation to one of the integrals (7). Details of the
calculations are given in Appendix A.

Sampling problem

Equations (3) and (4) represent an integral over the observation array R,, j = 1,. . .,J.
This means that the interface Co is composed of J segments AXj  such that Rj E AZ, and

with the coefficients Fl being a product of the offset window function F(l$) and the
arrival-angle weights z;’ defined in Appendix C. Such coefficients presumably deal with
the effect of a finite range and with other limitations of the KH integration studied by
earlier authors (Cohen and Bleistein 1986; Takahashi 199.5; Neuberg and Lisapaly
1997). Consequently, the problem of anti-alias protection for both non-aliased and
aliased seismic measurements is essentially the way in
above sum is computed.

local surface integral in the
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Non-aliased data

Let u(x, t) be the input data set and U(k, f ) be the f - k (frequency-,,.a~enumber!
spectrum representing the multidimensional Fourier transform of this data set ol.er he
spatial and time variables x and t (Newland  1993). When sufficient data are gathered  ;lt
the surface, some form off- k domain taper, H(k,f) -h(x, t), is required. lt shoui>
be applied to the spectrum U(k,f) to force it to be sufficiently small as Ik( b I<, and
IfI >fC, where k, and fc are the Nyquist critical frequencies in the f-k domaiI1
(Newland 1993). If this condition holds, it is instructive to use the exact sine expansion
sampling theorem (e.g. Newland  1993).

First of all the sine expansion can be employed for spatial resampling to meet the
condition kd<< 1, where k is the maximum wavenumber and d is the maximum source:
receiver spacing within the array. This condition ensures that the wavefield  does not
vary too much inside AXi as j= 1,. . ., J. In other words, its relative changes over the
discretization step are not more than twice the desired maximum relative error (IUimeS
1986). Under the assumption that the integrand in (3) is approximately constant  over
AZ,, (3) can be written as

uk (S, Q, t> =1: -201 (t>* & FjZ(S,  Rj, t)*g’(Rj,  Q, t)+( Q, Rj)Axj. (59
j=l

The term 6(x,  t) is the inverse frequency-wavenumber Fourier transform of
~W-  > = I/T(k fMk 0, DI (0 -iw is the first-order time-derivative operator (Silva
1993), and A+ = Jazlds is the surface area of A$

In the second technique, the observed wavefield in (4) can be replaced by its sine
expansion (Haneveld and Herman 1990) giving

u’(S, Q> z -2io 2 FjZ(S,  Rj)w’ (Q, Rj), (9)
j=l

and including the weights,

w’(Q,Rj) = dt”sinc en - g>

At?
2% QM(Q, 4>, (10)

where 4 = { (“1 are the local curvilinear coordinates of the point R on the interface Co
located in the 2D (n = 1) or 3D (n = 2) domain K +$ are the coordinates $” of the point
Rj, At7 is the sampling parameter, and Q(x)  is the temporal Fourier transform of 5(x, t)
or the inverse wavenumber Fourier transform of @k,f) . The well-known power series
expansion,

sine(x) = 1 - x2/3!  + x4/5!  - . . . .

enables us to approximate the integral (10) as
2

w’(Q, Rj) z&Q, Rj) + . . . . (11)
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The terms zuc (0)  and zu&(Q, Rj) (nz = 2,4,. . .) represent the surface integrals,

z&Q> =
.i

g’(E, QMQ,  t>dh (12)
CO

as well as

w&(Qy Rj) =
.i g’(L QMQ2,4>(4” - 4,“bK k > 0. (13)

CO

These equations are discretized by subdividing the surface CO  into J segments AZ.; to
obtain explicitly the finite sums,

w&Q) = 2 z&Q) (14)
i=l

and

Wki,(Q, Rj) = 2 ~~,(Q, Rj),
i=l

(15)

containing the local surface integrals,

z&Q) =
.i 8 (4, QM(Q, Wt (16)

Aci

and

w,‘,,CQ, Rj) = .i g‘E,Ac QMQ, 4>(4” - t;)‘+dt.

i
(17)

The quadrature routine described in Appendix B can be used to evaluate these
integrals accurately.

It is not necessary to repeat the procedure for the evaluation of integrals (6) and (7)
as it follows in a similar fashion.

Alias ed data

Now assume that 21(x,  t) is a sparsely sampled data set that is strongly aliased, that is,
the spectrum T_‘(k,f)  is not small as Ikl> k, and IfI >JfC. For such a data set, the anti-
alias protection starts by searching for the maximum coherence or energy localized
stack along the traveltime curve T(R) (see Appendix D).

The simplest approach deals with a Taylor expansion of zl(S,  R) about Rj, namely

r 11 Irn 1
u(S. R) z z~(S, Rj) 1 + io C ~ (Rj)(~” - t;) + . . .

cl=l 8” J
, CW

where the coefficients aT,,aq‘“(R,), etc. are determined explicitly by differencing the
above traveltime function with respect to 4”.  Dividing the interface CO  into J segments
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A&, and inserting (18) into (4) yields

~lto(Q>
I2 3T

+ iW C,(Rj)ZUl:u(Q)  + . . .
u=l at 1 , (19)

with the weights (16) and (17). Then it is an immediate consequence of (19) that

"'('. Q. t, 2: -2 ~ ~1 o*(t)*Zl(S.  Ri, t)* Wj~(e,  t)
j=l L

ar
+D2(t)*zL(S,  Rj9 t>*  2 I~~Q<Q, t> @ (Rj) .

u=l I
(20)

In the above equation, &(t) - (iw)’  is the second-order time-derivative operator, and
the time-dependent weights W]$( Q, t) and WF& Q, t) are the Fourier transforms of the
frequency-dependent weights (16) and (17)) respectively.

Another representation of (4) is stated as

u’(S,  Q) = -2iw & Fjll%(S’,  Q, Rj)W*(S,  Q, Rj)AJj, (21)
j=l

in which

“Cs7 QT $1 = LL(S, Rj)g’($,  Q)4(Q,  Rj>v (22)

Wk(S, 0, Rj) = A.-As,

.i'

c, qs, R R,>g' UC QM(  Q, Q-h, 7 (23)
1 A3

with U( S, R, Rj) = u(S, R)/u(S,  Rj).  To simplify (23), let

Z(S, R, Rj)  = exp [iwT(R, X,)]  ,

where T(R,  Rj> = T(R) - T(Rj). On substituting (24) into (23), we obtain

(24)

2 T(R, Q)]}ds,, (25)

A( Q, R) = G(R,  0,) $ (Q, R) being the amplitude factor. Equation (25) is now suitable
for the numerical integration given in Appendix B.

Sampling condition

Obviously, increasing the parameter J will reduce the errors caused by numerical
integration. We recall, however, that the weights (25) may, to a good approximation, be
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ignored in (21) only if the sampling or anti-aliasing condition is imposed (Gray 1992;
Silva 1993; Lumley et al. 1994). Adopting the notations,

1

this condition implies

cYj< 1. (26)

The symbol Al, denotes the distance between adjacent nodes (transformation 1) or
actual geophones (transformations 2-4). The local spatial derivative &/asj  of the KH
operator at the point of intersection with the trace/node is the local dip determined by
the gradient of T(R) (see Appendix D). Conventional anti-alias protection (Silva 1993;
Lumley et al. 1994; Neuberg and Lisapaly 1997) is useful when the dip Nyquist
sampling criterion aj < 1 is upheld. In this case, it is sufficient to approximate the
integral (25) by the first-order quadrature weight wj(w;  0,l)  from Appendix B.
Otherwise, the high-order quadrature weights wj(o; I<, N)  must be adjusted to improve
the accuracy of the method (see Appendix B).

Hybrid schenae

Finally, we re-express the boundary wavefield in (3),

u”(s, Q, t) = -20,(t)*
JCO

AN& R O*g’  R Q, t>$(Q,  Wso + uo(S, Q, t), (27)

in such a way that some part u. can be independently specified (Stamnes 1989;
Roberts 1994), thereby excluding aliased  frequencies. With this assumption, the
wavefield u(S, R) in the above equations must be replaced by the residual wavefield
Azl(S, R) = u(& R) - uo(S, R). Equation (27) has a computational advantage over the
more commonly employed equation (3) in that the highly aliased  seismic events
contained in u. no longer appear in AU. For example, (27) permits a removal of the
incident wave in the transformation 3 from Appendix A.

Examples

In this section the transformations l-4 are illustrated by treatment of several model and
real common-shot trace gathers.

Modelling

The first set of tests was conducted to examine transformation 1 or 2 in 3D. A single
irregular interface embedded in a homogeneous or continuous inhomogeneous
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background is considered. Being superior to the asymptotic diffraction techniques
(Hanyga 1995; Klem-Musatov  1995), the standard KH modelling scheme (Hilterman
1975; Trorey 1977) and its extension (Frazer and Sen 1985) produce both reflections
and all diffractions without diffracted ray tracing.

Figure 1 depicts a reflecting horizon of moderate complexity representing two
blocks. The elastic parameters (P-wave velocity and density) above the interface are
constant: cl = 1 km/s and p1 = 1 g/cm3. The elastic parameters below the interface are
also constant: cZ = 1 ..S km/s and p 2 = 1.2 g/cm3. Figure 2 shows the KH synthetic 10 Hz
seismograms of a reflected PP wave for the 45” line profile intersecting the fault. The
numerical integration over the interface was carried out using (2 1) without the weights
(Fig. 2a) and with the weights (Fig. 2b) from Appendix B. The interface is described
by the 500 x 500 grid. This grid was obtained by using the B-spline interpolation of the
original 200 x 200 grid (Frsyland 1998, pers. comm.) such that the ratio aj approaches
unity. Nevertheless, absence of numerical noise and an adequate simulation of
diffractions on the seismogram in Fig. 2b can be noted.

Figure 3 shows the reflector with slightly more realistic features. The PI? reflected
wavefield is computed for different velocity models above the reflector: in a
homogeneous medium which is the same as in the previous example; in an
inhomogeneous medium with constant velocity gradient cl = 1 + 0.05(x  +y+ x)
(km/s); in a homogeneous transversely isotropic (TI) medium with distinctive (40%)
evidence for P-wave elliptical anisotropy; and in a constant gradient factorized TI
medium with the same degrees of anisotrropy and velocity gradient. The elastic
parameters of the bottom half-space are the same as in the previous example. Figure 4
exhibits the corresponding KH synthetic seismograms computed for the 45” receiver
line plotted in Fig. 3b. It is found that the effects of inhomogeneity and anisotropy on
reflected and diffracted wavetrains have been simulated properly, as predicted by the
theory herein.

Multiple synthesis

In order to test the accuracy of transformation 3, the 20 Hz synthetic seismogram of the
total elastic wavefield in a stratified medium below the sea-floor was computed by D.
Lokshtanov with the help of his discrete-wavenumber forward modelling algorithm
(Fig. 5a). The objective of the exercise is to add an additional two-way traverse through
the water layer (see Appendix A). The desired output in Fig. 5b was computed by
utilizing the same discrete-wavenumber algorithm (courtesy of D. Lokshtanov). The
result of KH datuming in Fig. 5c should be compared with that of Fig. 5b. This
comparison reveals a rather subtle difference between Figs 5b and c. Since the ratio aj
approaches unity for the constant receiver spacing Al, = 0.025 km, both the quadrature
weights from Appendix B and the regularization (27) were applied during datuming to
eliminate much of the aliasing. In this test, the term u. corresponds to a water-layer
primary reflection. The simple paraxial  ray-tracing equations (Keho and Beydoun
1988) were incorporated to compute such a term.
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(a) Fault Interface
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Figure 1. (a) Mesh surface and (b) contour map of a curved interface with 90” step discontinuity
in 3D.
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Figure 2. Common-shot KH synthetic seismogram for 45” profile: transformation 1 (a) without
and (b) with anti-alias protection.
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(a) Blocky Interface
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 1, but with two orthogonal 90” step discontinuities.
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Downward continuation

This example was performed on the flat geometry of the sea-floor (Z = 1 km). Figure 6a
is a plot of the synthetic 20 Hz seismogram of the reflected PP wave. Figure 6b
demonstrates a pitfall in the implementation of transformation 4 using (21) with
E;-= wc (S,  Q, Rj> = 1. It is seen as the finite-range effect (Cohen and Bleistein 1986),  in
the form of spurious diffractions spreading from the aperture margins. Also, the aliasing
noise in Fig. 6b tends to obscure weaker me events because AZj/aj>  1 with A$= 0.05 km.
By making use of the weights Fj and (25))  an acceptable result in Fig. 6c is obtained. It is
seen that the constant 45” phase shift which is inappropriate can be omitted entirely
(Hale 1991).

Real example

This example has been adapted from Druzhinin and Pajchel (1998). In their paper,
transformation 4 represented by (21) was applied to a marine 2D profile. The data set
was acquired by Norsk Hydro in the Brage Field (northern North Sea). The target
represents a horst block as shown in Fig. 7. The overburden consists of four, almost
flat, layers. An example of the real shot gather is shown in Fig. 8a. The shot 200 was
recorded above the horst with 120 receivers spaced at 25 m intervals. The time
sampling is 4 ms for a highest frequency of 80 Hz. Figures 8b and c are the results of
the downward continuation of the original data from the acquisition surface to the flat
datums Z= 0.1 km (sea-floor) and Z= 1.9 km (top of reservoir), respectively. The
downward continuation was applied recursively (Bevc 1995).

Apart from the obvious effect of partial suppression of the receiver-side water-layer
multiples during transformation 4 (see time window t< 1.89 s and offset range
x> 1.5 km in Fig. 8b),  results in Fig. 8b do not exhibit a substantial distortion in
amplitude and phase. Consequently, traces can be interpolated spatially by means of
transformation 4 with a short extrapolation distance and near-field correction (Wiggins
1984; Bevc 1995). This offers another approach to the problem of spatial aliasing.
With a long extrapolation distance, the wavefield distortion arising from the truncation
of the integration aperture (Cohen and Bleistein 1986) becomes evident (see Fig. 8~).
Nevertheless, the elements of the fault structure plotted in Fig. 7 (x = 0.4 -+0.6  km) are
well imaged without requiring any trace interpolation. We note that it is rather difficult
to correlate the events in Figs 8b and c because of the desirable partial suppression of
the downgoing part of the wavefield. Specifically, Fig. 8c reveals numerous diffracted
events representing the upgoing  part of the wavefield. Such events were also confirmed
by the VSP studies along a borehole  line shown in Fig. 7 (Heggernes and Pajchell994).
They were masked by the standard stack processing (Heggernes and Pajchel 1994).

Conclusions

A non-aliased technique for implementing Kirchhoff-type integral transformations for
forward and downward wavefield extrapolations in inhomogeneous media with
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(4 Homogeneous
21 I I I I I I I / I
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Figure 4. Common-shot KH synthetic seismograms for 45” profile in Fig. 3b: (a) homogeneous,
(b) smoothl\l  inhomogeneous, (c) homogeneous TI, and (d) smoothly inhomogeneous TI
media.
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Figure 4. (continued)
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Figure 6. (a) Synthetic common-shot seismogram of a single PP reflection by the flat interface
z = 1 km. Result of the downward continuation of the original data from the acquisition surface
to the fiat datum z = 0.5 km (b) without and (c) with anti-alias protection. Source in the middle
of receiver array.
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Figure 6. (continued)

interfaces has been presented and applied to synthetic and real data. The data could be
spatially aliased  and irregularly sampled for an arbitrary survey geometry. The only
limitation imposed is that of accurate knowledge of the velocity macromodel. Since, in
general, this model is known with only a limited accuracy, additional studies are needed
to provide working guidelines for the integral transformations with incorrect velocities.

In short, the algorithm results in the weighted diffraction-stack formula which
prevents waveform distortion and allows for sparse sampling and finite aperture of the
surface integral. The use of special weights is justified by the spatial Nyquist criterion.
The results do not contradict those obtained in studies of the quadratures  of oscillatory
integrals (Frazer 1988; Neuberg and Lisapaly 1997) and the migration operator anti-
aliasing (Silva 1993; Lumley et al. 1994). Although they are superior to the asymptotic
methods (Hanyga 1995; Klem-Musatov 1995), the hybrid formulation (27) makes it
possible to take advantage of these methods if needed.

The present paper did not address the problem of Green’s function computations.
However, the algorithm may be greatly simplified when closed-form Green’s functions
can be evaluated, e.g. in a medium with average/rms wavespeed or constant-gradient
wavespeed. It is applicable to other integral transformations such as the integral dip
moveout, NM0  velocity stacking, Radon depth migration and so forth. Modelling,
datuming, data ‘mapping, spatial interpolation, multiple prediction, downward
continuation and migration are amongst the most useful applications of this technique.

The algorithm has been implemented in the form of very simple C-functions which
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Figure 7. 2D ,oeometry of the Bra,oe model (courtesy of J. Pajchel).

can easily be incorporated into the standard seismic processing software. The simple
structure of the algorithm allows further development by including more complicated
models. Basic components, such as Green’s function computation, can be replaced by
alternative solutions in conjunction with ray-tracing methods.

Both synthetic and real examples confirm the fact that this is an accurate and
efficient method of eliminating the propagation effects through the overburden
including transmission losses. It preserves the amplitude and phase of the wavefield
and thus does not adversely affect subsequent processing steps.
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Appendix A

Mzlltiple prediction

Let CO  and C be the sea-surface and the sea-floor, respectively. The sea-floor is treated
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as a perfect reflector. Following Berryhill and Kim (1986),  the aim is to propagate the
common-source wavefield  recorded at R* E CO  down to the sea-floor and then upward
to the sea-surface, thus creating a prediction of all possible receiver-side water-layer
multiples at R*: E Co. Moreover, reciprocity allows the common-receiver gather to be
treated to predict source-side multiples (Berryhill 1984).

By doing so, (6) is restated as

~~(5’. R) = (-2iw)’
J

u(S, R*)I(R*. R)ds(R*),
=0

with the directivity function

I(R*, R) = Jc
g+(R.  Q)g+( 0, R*)$(  Q, R*)$(R.  Q)ds(  0).

I. . . -
The stationary-phase approximation at the stationary point QO yields (Cohen and
Bleistein 1986)

I(R*, R) - A( Q,) exp [iwr(&)  + i7rI</4],

where Q-(  0,) = T(R*,  QO, R) is the traveltime along the reflected ray R*, QO, R and the
amplitude factor, given by

4Oo)  = G(R Qo>G@,,  R*M(Q,,  R*hW Q,> [274327(0,)(]  1’2,

is readily identified with the geometrical-optics approximation. Such an approximation
contains the geometrical spreading factor associated with the determinant of the Hessian
of 7( QJ whose elements are the second-order traveltime derivatives a27 with respect to Q;
the symbol I< denotes the signature of the Hessian. The implementation needed to
compute these attributes more or less follows that presented by other authors (Frazer and
Sen 1985; Keho and Beydoun 1988; Zhu 1988; Tygel et al. 1994).

In the medium with a constant wavespeed c, the directivity function is derived as:
(1) for a point source,

I= exp[2ikr  + i-rr/4];

(2) for a line source,

+ 3i-rr/4].

The arguments entering this function include the normal slowness component p and
the distance r between the points R and 0,. The former is related to the angle 8 between
r and the normal to the sea-floor by p = cos 13/c.

Appendix B

Quadrature weights

Previous papers (Druzhinin 1998a;  Druzhinin et al. 1998) discuss procedural issues in
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Figure 8. (continued)

the numerical employment of the local surface integrals described succinctly by

1
“9 = G acjJ

A(s) exp[iWr(S)]dS,

with some amplitude A(s) and phase T(S),  which are treated in the context of specific
applications. To illustrate these issues, the 2D or 2.5D case is considered. Hence, the
segment area AZ, is the interval [s; - Asj/2,  sj + A+/21  (j = 2,. . ., J - 1) with the arclength
Sj corresponding to Rj and Asj being the length of A& Upon applying the Taylor
approximations of the above phase and amplitude functions in the vicinity of each
segment, the following expansion is obtained (Druzhinin et nl. 1998),

wj(0; I<, iv) = c b:k)l:k.*Y),
k=O
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with the coefficients

J!k’N) = /I: uk exp [iu$ $zJ,7z] du. .

In the above expression, the coefficients by’ and a$” are defined explicitly as

p _= 1 b(k) s _
1 Jk+j(  0,~  Rj)

3 ’ 3 k! auk
, k?l,

and

a(72)  ~ L a”7(Qy  Rj)
.I ni a&P ’

where
II = (S - Sj>/AJj.

The first-order weighting function,

Wj(cl& 0, 1) = $O,lJ 1 (1)= sine -UUj
( >2

,

refers to the smoothing factor of Neuberg and Lisapaly (1997). This function was
proposed to anti-alias protect the migration operator (Gray 1992; Silva 1993; Lumley
et al. 1994) or the DMO operator (Hale 1991) by selecting the maximum temporal
frequency f, 5 1/2aj’). A straightforward integration by parts yields the following
recursive formula for the high-order terms,

I!k.l’
J =* L

2-k exp(iwa,!“/2)  - (-2)-k  exp(-iwaj”/2)  - kIJ!k-171) 1 , kL1.

Further, to evaluate the terms Gky A3, another recursive formula,

fk.X’ - ’=
J c

iwai(s))i’S(k+iz~.~~-l), A’ 1 2,

11=0

is applied. It has been obtained by expanding the phase factor exp(iwa,(s’tl-Y)  which is
subject to the condition

(-1-JWUj 2-s << 1.

A more complicated analysis is required in a 3D case (Druzhinin 1998a).

Appendix C

Offset-angle tapering

By analogy with the weighted velocity stacking analysis (Tieman  1993), the effect of a
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finite-offset range [x1,  xJ] in the KH transformations can be reduced by applying the
offset weighting function,

where X1  = x1 + Ax,  ‘U, = xJ - Ax, Ax = vX,  X= xJ - ?cl,  and v is the small constant
parameter, 0 < v <c 1. In particular, mention may be made of the so-called Bingham
data window (Newland 1993),

1 0.1X 5 x I 0.9‘Y

F(x) = [l - COST]/2 0 5 x 5 0.1X

[l + cos 107y0.9-y)]  /2 0.9X I x I x.

Other window functions can be designed to decrease the truncation error of spatially
sampled data (see Newland  1993 for more detail). As in most anti-aliased techniques
(Hale 199 l), the above offset weighting function smoothly tapers the aperture to zero,
rather than abruptly truncating it.

In a similar way to prestack  migration (Takahashi 1995; Druzhinin 1998b),
advantage is taken of arrival-angle information via. the angle-dependent tapering
weights,

Vj = COS1"(Oj - 0:)~

where ej denotes the acute angle between the ray RjQ and the normal vector n at R+ 0:
denotes the arrival-angle estimate from Appendix D, and the power KU 2 2 is taken to
enhance the contribution of the stationary point and to suppress the contributions of
other secondary sources.

Appendix D

Localized traveltime curve

We search for the localized model-independent traveltime curve T(t,, x), where x is the
offset and to = t is the traveltime at zero offset. By analogy with the DMO velocity
analysis (Kessler and Chan 1993), such a curve is assumed to be associated with the
locally coherent events on localized seismic sections centred around the specified point
x. It can be approximated by dipping planar segments (Haneveld and Herman 1990;
Kessler and Chan 1993), standard or modified NM0  curves (Thore, de Bazelaire and
Ray 1994; Tygel et al. 1997), and so forth. In addition to the standard scan stacking or
picking process, the unknown parameters can be directly estimated from the above
sections. For example, the complex trace or polarization analysis (Vidale 1986; Barnes
1996) helps determine the instantaneous deep angle. The scanless methods (Tieman
1993) can be useful to estimate the NM0 velocity.
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